Atomic force microscope imaging of DNA and DNA repair proteins: applications in radiobiological research.
By using the atomic force microscope (AFM), three-dimensional structures of biological specimens may be imaged at nanometer resolution. Furthermore, samples can be imaged in air or in fluid environments. The tapping mode of AFM operation for imaging has offered a significant advance in visualizing soft biological structures, such as DNA, proteins, and membranes. Here, we review the principles underlying the application of this instrument to radiation biological investigations. We focus on examples of proteins involved in the processes of repair of damaged DNA, including poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase, Ku protein, and DNA protein kinase. Novel observations on the character of DNA damage and repair have been addressed by direct visualization of DNA and protein-DNA interactions, such as the observation that the Ku protein is capable of physically joining DNA fragments in vitro. The AFM offers a powerful tool for investigating biologically important molecular interactions that are relevant to DNA damage and repair processes.